
The preamble to the Louisiana constitution is a violation of the federal separation of church
and state. It gives thanks to "Almighty God". In the assumption that all residents are
Christian. I am not. I don't believe in the Nazi jesus, nor do I worship the mistranslation of the
Bible these people preach, and whore out in churches to colllect monies in the name in. They
prostitute their God for the welfare of their state and economy of the failed architect of tbeir
slavery system . shame on them. Their system they created in the name of their falsified god
created in the council of Nicaea at 325 a.d.. Hypocrisy at its finest which has concluded in the
digestive system of failed politics and a church community that only their believers can
survive in, or you are deemed unworthy, or insane for being outside of the status quo.

This preamble has marked the state for its own devalued notions of perception of
individuality, and demoralizes the fabric of society of the nation as a whole. It alone is the
sole cause of the Jim Jones mentality that has offset our state with the lowest ranking of
education in the nation, lowest income, highest rate of incarceration, and most population
loss in rhe country.

In the country!!

The belief that their Roman Catholic monarchy and ogliarchy is the nations best thing ever
and that this is "God's Country" is a far cry from a country in unity. If this NATION, which is a
word that means a "body of people", envelopes the entire populus of the country, then any
one person with the IQ as low as thr smallest mammals, could tell you that isolating a
religious belief as a state and inflicting religious persecution upon its residents is far from a
country in unity, and depicts a story of a racisr, unforgiving, state of confinement at war with
a free nation of people.

We, the people, are free people.

We are free to express our selves, to worship any god as we see fit, without religious
persecution or prosecution, and while " in god we trust " may be the backing of your states
poltics, our freedom as to what god and whos god is our choice to make,"so help me god".

If the dialect of legislative laws and regulations arre created in the name of religious
backings then the nature of freedom and human rights are destroyed and our liberties as
man, woman and child are spoils of the bastards that inflict rule upon free people in such
names.

This is the last of my texts in the name of #OpBastrop and from here, #OpZeus is engaged.

In the medical field, a doctor takes the Hippocratic Oath upon graduation. They perform arts
of healing in the name of Apollo. No where does it say Jesus. No where does it say
Muhammad. No where does it say Krishna or Shiva.

Perhaps this is why covid‐19 allowed the Dept of health in Louisiana to collect $14,000 USD



per person on a ventilator or diagnosed at death.perhaps this is why we have one of the
highest rates of cancer. Perhaps this is why this "godfearing" state gas such a loss of
population and a loss of education.

The neurolinguistic programming of this state is obsolete and has become quite the dullard
to the nation . it makes the entire population of this country look bad, and has created a
disgusting system of dialectally impaired people with absolute biased reasoning and
produced a shortcoming of evolution. Hence why this state is behind in news, politics, and
the economy.

This state still has slavery laws from Jim Crowe enacted, and even worse, laws made out of
religious perspective introduced. If this were actually legal nationwide we would be no more
free of a country than the country our forefathers fled from for the exact same thing.

Hence why it has parishes and not counties, built upon the foundation of the Roman
Catholic church that gained its powers in the geopolitical platform through tactics of the
third reich. Otherwise Adolf Hitler would have been Hindu as his swastika origins from that
culture, as a sign of POWER.

Let me remind you that we, Americans, left England and British control because of religious
prosecution as pilgrims. Did you forget? Obviously so as the rest of thr country evolved out
of this stigma, this state remained stagnent in its stance of religious biasedness.

I guess those godless neighboring states who profit twice as much as we do, aren't on to
something.

Or maybe I'm right.

We'll see .

We do not forgive We do not forget United as one Divides by none

A country unified in a world diversified

We.Are.Anonymous

Expect Us.

Change is coming #NCSWIC

White, black, grey, red, and blue hats are coming. And they are coming to do something you
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White, black, grey, red, and blue hats are coming. And they are coming to do something you
are afraid of. They are coming to bring change. Freedom. They are coming to FREE YOUR
MIND AND SOUL. They are coming to free you as a people, and bring equality as a nation.
They are coming as a NEW WORLD ORDER and they are coming as NATIONS THAT ARE
UNITED. TOGETHER AS THE WORLD.

The wars on humanity in this beautiful and great country end here. They end today. They end
with you reading this. This is the seed that I am planting into each one of you. Stop hurting
each other and torturing each other. Stop being cruel. Stop.

Why? Whats the point? This is the land of the free and it takes everyone being brave enough
to create change to create equality and unity. Stop destroying each other in the name of
your God. If your God was so precious to you, why destroy his creations? Even in his eyes
you're wrong because you use his name to justify your actions. Even Lucifer see's that. So
does every other "heretical" believer.

Godspeed Louisiana. We're coming. Freedom is neigh.
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